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Fully Digested
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The New Fast Food
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Invent a New Cuisine
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Invent a New Cuisine
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HOW?
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Analyze The Purposeful Activity1
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1Checkland, Learning for Action
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what is the value?
who is it for?
how do I use it?
what is the structure?
how is state managed?
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THE MODELS
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Conceptual Model
19
is a positioning statement
For target customers 
Who have a particular need 
This product is a category of solution 
That provides a key beneﬁt 
Unlike the competition
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Persona Model
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WHAT IS DATA?
35
(in the software context)
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name : value
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lat : '59.916'
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! ! ! lat!:!'59.916',!long!:!'10.738'!
! ! }!
! ! !




! ! ! lat!:!'59.916',!long!:!'10.738'!
! ! }!
! ! !
a set of name : value 
pairs  deﬁnes object 
state
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! !
! ! position!:!{!








! ! ! name!:!'Kyle'!
! ! },!
! ! bicycle!:!{!
! ! ! grip!:!{!
! ! ! ! rotation!:!'12',!inclination!:!'3'!
! ! ! }!
! ! },!
! ! position!:!{!











! ! ! lat!:!'59.925',!long!:!'10.751'!












a set of object 
states  deﬁnes 
system state
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bikeTrip!=!{!
! ! position!:!{!
! ! ! lat!:!'59.!!!',!long!:!'10.!!!'!
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